GROUP
INTERIOR DESIGN

The Da Vinci Group specialises in
working with business owners to
develop their business
opportunities, and identify new
markets, form lasting brand
partnerships and oversee the
smooth acquisition of land and
commerical or residential property.

Our interior design practice covers every aspect of
home enhancement services,
Each project is seamlessly designed and delivered,
meeting your exacting requirements.

SPECIALIST PROPERTY RENOVATION
Ore talented design team offers specialist property
renovations services, including remodelling,

We have built an outstanding
global reputation and forged strong
partnerships that allow us to
provide your business with all of
the services required to build
strong and continued growth.
Our main priority is to assist
companies to acquire new
customers and sell additional
products or services to existing
ones with the ambition to expand
or to diversify its clientele.
Da Vinci knows no boundaries
when it comes to making the
impossible possible.

architectural planning, bespoke accessory sourcing
and project co-ordination.

PROPERTY SOURCING

Hayley and Natasha at the Da Vinci Fine Art Gallery, Fitzrovia

We can source the ideal residential or commercial
Da Vinci Fine Art was formed by Natasha Lands and Hayley
Courtney-Smith in February 2019 initially as a pop up Art
Gallery which then Lead to gallery space at 41 Windmill
Street, Fitzrovia.
Da Vinci Fine Art specialises in modern and contemporary
art. We have built a strong reputation and exhibit art from
emerging and well-established artists who are carefully
selected not only for the excellent quality of their work but
also their tireless dedication to their art.

property, as well as land developments to meet your
requirements, overseeing a smooth acquisition process
from start to finish.

VC INVESTMENT
As part of our specialist financial services, our
VC Investment Team covers all areas of venture capital,

Since our first successful year we have gone from strength
to strength, built strong relationships and collaborations
which enabled us to launch more recently
The Da Vinci Group.

helping small businesses and start-ups acquire funding.

BRANDING
www.davincifineart.com

We specialise in branding and print design from a simple
FINE ART

logo to corporate identities, brand guidelines,
stationery, printed literature and much more.

Recent partnerships and collaborations

Moving made simpler

Fighter Shots are all natural health shots aimed at anyone
who wants to boost their immunity, reduce fatigue, and
improve their overall well being. They choose the highest
quality ingredients. Their ginger, lemon and apple come
from organic producers and their pure honey is supplied by
Hilltop Honey. They use glass bottles to ensure no harmful
chemicals leach into their drinks.

OWN THE WILD BLUE YONDER
We know every client is as individual as the ambitions they
share. We simply enable the freedom afforded by success,
and sell much more than money can buy. Meet your
aspirations above the clouds with an aircraft from Hai Air.
Talk to us. We’ll guide you there.

Fighter Shots is based and produced in London.
www.hai-air.com
info@fightershots.co.uk
www.fightershots.co.uk

Thinking of selling or letting? You’ll need a home valuation
– but online tools are wildly inaccurate. The best route is to
ask the real experts - with one click Moovshack invites
multiple estate agents to send their valuations, marketing
approach & terms to you discretely in-app for easy
comparison.
Buying or renting? We’ve got 1000’s of properties for you plus you can access any other portal or content in-app and
simply save your favourite listings, articles & media into
‘My content’ for easy access anytime!
www.moovshack.com

Other partnerships include

Cornflake I Landmass I Sable interiors I Goodbye Asbestos I Barclay Interiors I Weybridge Interiors I Amit Dixit Design
A Fresh Start I Maroush I Bagatelle I Cannuba I Bosco Del Merlo I Bottles I Averna I Sartoria Rossi

07771 911 921 I info@thedavinci.group I www.thedavinci.group

